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The Sublime as a Subidive COncept
NAKAOKA Mho五
The German painter(乃″ ″′″ど′Zθ励Jめ(1774-1840)is often
discussed in terms of the concept of the“sublime".The sublime was so
popular in Europe in F"θ乙淵θ″s t me,from the end of the eighteenth
century to the former har ofthe nineteenth century9though he himself had
never referred to the concept.The purpose of this paper is to analyze three
of his works to reconsider the relationshゎb twe n hed″″s work  and
the concept ofthe sublime,as is clarifled in the"″αυθ ο′」しゅ θ″ι(1790)
by動
“
′″υ″X勧ヮι(1724‐1804).The sublime is for Jの″
`a feelhg aroused
in human subjects, while others considered it as belonging to natural
ouects.Examination of the pamthgs reconstructing natural objects on
canvas may yleld us a d」∬ rent perspective to this dispute.
The flrst of」配Zθd″ι″s paintings, the '″多じzma″″ (1824‐5, Oil on
canvas, 135 × 70 cm, National Gallery9 BerliD shows a rugged,
intimidating mountah,which is the very thng that Kant rnentioned as one
of the typical examples of theの初a“JaがケSubhme.The mountah is felt to
be sublime because it makes the obseⅣer instantly imaglne the story of
someone gOing deep into it to face a se五es of dangers,the``story invol宙ng
the time passage''.
The second,theラタ物Z rLttdsc″θ (1811,0■on canvas,33×46 cm,
Staatliches NIuseum,Schweriny,and the thttd,the'″勧浣r L scttθ"7激
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働 励   (1811,0週on canvas,32×45 cm,Natbnal Ganery9 Londonl,both a
part of a cycle of landscapes titled 物  泌θ ttd“ 腸 力り, can be
analyzed as sharing the same story of p週grim g ,which reminds us clearly
of Kantt dynamically subhme.Renection on the three paintings thus brlngs
us to an idea that they are related to the subhme as a subject市e c ncept
symbohzing the basic fmiteness of human beings.
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